Announcements 3-23-10

- Male and Female GU - DVDs available – see Les
- Male and Female GU workshops tonight and Wednesday
- Service Reflection due TODAY
  - only Koller will read - held in confidence
  - in portfolio
  - Do NOT submit the same reflection you did for ISI – must include new insights as you complete 2nd year
- Today – Dr. Theresa Kristopaitis
- Koller covers Matz/Mihalek
- 4th write-up due in 2 weeks
- HOMEPAGE  
  http://www.stritch.luc.edu/lumen/MedEd/IPM/Ipm2/index.htm  
  1. Check H&Ps received to date on homepage, middle column
  2. M/S OSCE grading sheets PCM2 homepage  
     • you do 2/3 in 10 minutes on SP, graded M/S faculty
  3. Preceptors final evaluation
- SP exercise next week Wed and Thursday  
  - CC next week
- Clinical skills exam schedule now on line 4/14 – 4/16